
Tuesday 09/06/2022

Visual Art
Clay Color Theory
Arts Standards & Common Core Connections

VA:Cr2 Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
VA:Re7 Perceive and analyze artistic work

Construct a color whell using clay (DOK3)
Estimate and experiment with color mixing (DOK2)
Vocabulary
Primary color
Secondary colors
Tertiary colors
Essential Question
How does color improve our everyday lives?
Lesson / Instruction / Narrative

Hello Amazing Artists!
(Do art chant with ASL signs)

Sketch book challenge
Draw a place and season you would most like to be in right now.

Today we will explore the Magic of Color!
Does anyone have a favorite color?
Share in a small groups
Why is it the best color to you?
share in a small groups
How does color improve our everyday lives?
Share in small groups

Pass out supplies as students discuss

We will now explore the mighty, wonderous, beautiful, color spectrum!
Write your name on the back of your cardboard
Open your clay packets
Pinch off half of each color (explain that these are the primary colors)
Now mix blue and red!
Set it aside
Now mix blue and yellow!
Set it aside
Now mix red and yellow!
Set it aside
Explain the these are the secondary colors
Direct student to place colors on the cardboard in order
Now mix yellow and green!
Set it aside
Now mix green and blue!
Set it aside
Now mix blue and purple!
Set it aside
Now mix red and purple!
Set it aside
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Now mix red and orange!
Set it aside
Now mix orange and yellow!
Set it aside
Explain that these are the tertiary colors
Direct student to place colors on the cardboard in order
Now take red yellow and blue and MIX THEM!
this is neutral grey
place it in the center
now we will add a bit of white to the center
now you will add your favite color on top of the white
Tadah! It is an eyeball!
This lesson is all about how our eyes percieve the disffernt colors of the color wheel.
Use the white pencil to label the artwork
Clean up
Say good bye using ASL chant

Formative Assessments
Oral Discussions
Students participating in conversations, Think-Pair Share, or conferences in groups or one to one with a peer or teacher.
Visual Representations
Images and words to represent concepts and organize information through means such as Visual Journaling, Graphic
Organizers, Mind Maps, or Infographics.

Instructional Strategies
s Check for Understanding
s Expectations
s Modeling
s Monitor Progress

Materials / Resources / Technology
model magic
black cardstock
white pencil
Differentiation / Modifications
Peer assistance
One on one
larger chuncks of clay
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